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Abstrat

The HAL language has been reently extended to support type lasses. As a result, ompilation to its

Prolog bak-end has also been modi�ed to support type lasses. Prolog has enough builtins to make suh

support readily possible, but the performane penalty seemed high enough to investigate alternatives.

The aim of this paper is to experiment with di�erent levels of support in order to redue the overhead.

In partiular, we onsider transformations at the soure-to-soure level, at the abstrat mahine ode

level, transformations allowed by the introdution of speial purpose built-in prediates, and even those

allowed by using knowledge about the determinay of HAL prediates. All experiments were performed

using the hProlog language, whose ompiler an be modi�ed by the authors. While Merury has dealt

with type lasses in a suessful way, studying these issues within the Prolog and WAM setting is new.

1 Introdution

Type lasses [9, 10℄ support onstrained polymorphism by allowing the programmer to write ode whih

relies on a parametri type having ertain assoiated prediates and funtions. More preisely, a type lass

is a name for a set of types for whih ertain prediates, alled the methods, are de�ned. Type lasses were

�rst introdued in the funtional programming languages Haskell and Clean. While Merury was the �rst

logi programming language to inlude them [8℄, HAL has been reently extended to provide type lasses

similar to those in Merury. One major motivation for this extension is that type lasses provide a natural

way of speifying a onstraint solver's apabilities and, therefore, support for \plug and play" with solvers,

whih is one of the main aims of HAL.

Extending HAL to provide type lasses meant that ompilation to SICStus Prolog (whih has been

one of the traditional bak-ends of HAL) would have to be modi�ed to support type lasses. Prolog has

enough builtins to make suh support readily possible, but the performane penalty seemed high enough to

investigate alternatives. The aim of this paper is to experiment with di�erent levels of support in order to

redue the assoiated overhead. In partiular, we will onsider transformations at the soure-to-soure level,

at the abstrat mahine ode level, transformations allowed by the introdution of speial purpose built-in

prediates, and even those allowed by using knowledge about the determinay of HAL prediates. In order

to do this we have hosen a new bak-end for HAL: the hProlog system. hProlog is a Prolog implementation

derived from [4℄ with support for global variables and delay primitives, but laks some ISO Prolog features,

espeially those that are not needed for HAL. The main reason to use hProlog instead of a better known

Prolog system is that we have full ontrol over its implementation. While Merury has dealt with type

lasses in a suessful way, studying these issues within the Prolog and WAM setting is new.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Setion 2 provides a brief introdution to type lasses

and their naive transformation. Setion 3, measures the overhead of eah of the omponents in the naive

transformation. In setion 4 we try to redue the overhead that omes from meta-alling the type lass

prediates. Setion 5 we introdues a speial purpose variation on meta-all. In setion 6 we try to lower the

overhead of the seletion of the appropriate type lass method from the ditionary. In setion 7 we exploit

semi-det-ness of type lass methods. Finally, setion 8 onludes.
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2 Type lasses and their naive transformation

A lass delaration de�nes a new type lass. It gives the names of the type variables whih are parameters

to the type lass, and the methods whih form its interfae. For example, one of the most important built-in

type lasses in HAL is that de�ning types whih support equality testing:

:- lass eq(T) where [

pred T == T,

mode in == in is semidet ℄.

Instanes of this lass an be spei�ed, for example, by the delaration

:- instane eq(int) where [ pred(==/2) is intequal ℄.

whih delares the int type to be an instane of the eq/1 type lass, with the lass method ==/2 being

implemented by the prediate intequal/2.

Type lasses an require their arguments to belong to some other lass. Consider, for example, the lass

ord/1 de�ned as:

:- lass ord(T) <= eq(T) where

[ pred T < T,

mode in < in is semidet,

pred T > T,

mode in > in is semidet℄.

whih requires all its instanes to also be instanes of the lass eq/1.

Note also that type lasses an be multi-parameter, i.e., they an have more than one argument.

Class onstraints an appear as part of a prediate's type signature. They onstrain the variables in the

type signature to belong to partiular type lasses. Consider, for example, the following program:

:- pred qsort(list(T),list(T),list(T)) <= ord(T).:- pred split(list(T),T,list(T),list(T)) <= ord(T).

:- mode qsort(in, in, in) is det. :- mode split(in, in,in, in) is det.

qsort([℄,L,L). split([℄, ,[℄,[℄).

qsort([X|R℄,A,Out) :- split([A|R℄,Split,Small,Large) :-

split(R,X,Small,Large), ( A < Split !

qsort(Large,A,LS), Small = [A|S℄, split(R,Split,S,Large)

qsort(Small,[X|LS℄,Out). ; A > Split !

Large = [A|L℄, split(R,Split,Small,L)

;

split(R,Split,Small,Large)

).

whih de�nes two prediates, qsort/3 (written with an aumulating parameter) and split/4. Both pre-

diates are de�ned in terms of the type parameter T whih is required to belong to lass ord/1 and thus, by

inheritane, to lass eq/1.

The basi translation shema for prediates whose type delaration ontains type lass onstrains, and

for alls to suh prediates, is desribed in [8℄. Our running example and (only) benhmark will be the qsort

program introdued above. This program will be tested on lists of integers. Thus, we will need the following

instane delarations:

:- instane eq(int) where [ pred (==/2) is intequal ℄.

:- instane ord(int) where [ pred (</2) is intsmaller, pred (>/2) is intlarger ℄.

We have hosen the names intequal, intsmaller and intlarger for avoiding onfusion, but in Prolog,

these are implemented by the usual <, > and = operators, of ourse.

Now, let us assume that the query or goal qsort([3,1,4,2,6,5℄,[℄,Out) appears somewhere in the

program. The HAL ompiler would implement the basi translation de�ned in [8℄, by generating the following

hProlog ode for the query:
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Dit = ord(intsmaller, intlarger, eq(intequal)),

qsort([3,1,4,2,6,5℄,[℄,Out,Dit)

and translating the de�nition of prediates qsort/3 and split/4 as follows:

qsort([℄,L,L, ). split([℄, ,[℄,[℄, ).

qsort([X|R℄,A,Out,Dit) :- split([A|R℄,Split,Small,Larg,Dit) :-

split(R,X,Small,Larg,Dit), Dit = ord(SmallPred, LargePred, ),

qsort(Larg,A,LS,Dit), ( all(SmallPred,A,Split) !

qsort(Small,[X|LS℄,Out,Dit). Small = [A|S℄, split(R,Split,S,Large,Dit)

; all(LargePred,A,Split) !

Large = [A|L℄, split(R,Split,Small,L,Dit)

;

split(R,Split,Small,Larg,Dit)

).

where the third argument of term Dit is the ditionary for the eq/1 lass. Intuitively, the translation means

that (a) eah type lass name/n with k methods and l lass onstraints, has an assoiated ditionary of the

form name(InfoForMethod

1

; : : :,InfoForMethod

k

,DitClass

1

; : : :,DitClass

l

), where the partiular info

in InfoForMethod

i

will depend on the type of the instane (b) all prediates with assoiated lass onstraints

are extended by adding one argument per (non-entailed) lass onstraint appearing in their type delaration,

and () eah all to a lass method is replaed by �rst a lookup in the ditionary of the assoiate prediate

name, and then a all to this prediate.

Note that we make use of the non-standard|but provided by some implementations|all/n prediates.

Also note that we have taken apart the ditionary only one in the lause. This optimization an easily be

done by the HAL ompiler.

Let us name the above translation as the naive type lass version.

3 Cost of the naive translation shema

We an already make an analysis of the performane loss of the naively translated program ompared with a

speialized version of qsort for integers|this speialized version will look like the HAL ode. The overhead

of the type lass version in Prolog omes from the following soures;

1. an extra argument (the ditionary) needs to be passed around

2. at every entrane of the seond lause of split/4, the ditionary needs to be inspeted

3. a meta-all needs to be performed (sine the de�nition of all/n ontains a meta-all)

4. the eÆient if-then-else (at least in hProlog) is replaed by the reation of a hoie-point and on suess

of the ondition, a loal ut is exeuted; if the ondition fails, there is full baktraking (not shallow)

to the else branh

5. sine now the body of split ontains a general goal, the reursive lause needs an environment, so an

alloate is exeuted and the tail all performs a dealloate

We an easily write a series of variations of the original qsort so that the performane loss aused by

eah of the above soures an be assessed almost independently. In order to do this we run qsort on all

permutations of a list of 9 di�erent integers in 3 systems: hProlog, SICStus Prolog 3.8.5 and Yap4.3.0.

All measurements were done on a Pentium III, 500MHz, 128 Mb with RedHat Linux. Comparison with

SICStus Prolog is natural beause SICStus Prolog was a bak-end for HAL sine the beginning of the

projet. Comparison with Yap is motivated by the fat that Yap is reputedly fast and it shows that hProlog

is not a slow system.
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hProlog SICStus Yap

emptyloop (permutations) 150 240 120

original qsort 4890 7470 8470

original + extra argument 5250 7830 9240

original + extra environment 7650 10530 9260

original + env+arg+uni 8820 12270 11410

original + extra hoie-point 8280 13620 9540

original + all overhead 10290 18770 12740

naive typelass 13850 129470(30500) 30450

The di�erent rows orrespond roughly to the overhead indiated before:

� extra argument: an extra argument is passed around in qsort and split. Note that this extra

argument is always added after the original arguments. This is important for avoiding (a) ostly

argument shu�ing and (b) loss of indexing.

� extra environment: in the reursive lause of split/4 we have put as �rst goal a all to prediate

env/0, whih has just one fat as de�nition. This auses the lause to have an environment and to

save all arguments to the lause in the environment.

� env+arg+uni: the idea was atually to only pass an argument and do the uni�ation that would

happen if it was used as a ditionary. However, the uni�ation Dit = ord(SmallPred,LargPred, )

is only performed ompletely if the variables SmallPred and LargPred are used afterwards. Thus, we

also needed to put a goal use(SmallPred,LargPred) somewhere, whih meant that the lause got an

environment as well.

� extra hoie-point: we replaed the goal A < Split by the goal smaller(A,Split), and added

the de�nition smaller(X,Y) :- X < Y. This auses if-then-else to reate a hoie-point|but it also

auses an environment for split/4.

� all overhead: means all of the above.

� naive typelass: see the ode of this version above; it inludes the ost of the meta-all.

The above explanation of the e�et on the exeuted ode for eah of the additions is valid for hProlog. For

SICStus and Yap, we ran the same programs of ourse, but the e�et might be di�erent. For example, it looks

from the �gures as if Yap already does set the hoie-point for the if-then-else in the original split|and

perhaps an environment as well.

The �gures for SICStus and Yap are obtained with the following implementation of all/3:

all(Name,X,Y) :- Goal =.. [Name,X,Y℄, all(Goal).

This is not the usual de�nition of all/3 (we would usually have to onatenate X and Y to the arguments

of the goal passed as �rst argument), but in this ase it is orret beause we know that the �rst argument to

all/3 is always an atom. The �gure between brakets for SICStus is obtained by replaing the all(Goal)

by the goal prolog:all module(Goal,user,[℄) whih bypasses most of the overhead due to modules and

goal expansion: this �ts in the model of using e.g. SICStus Prolog as a bak-end for HAL, beause the

ompiled ode is appropriately renamed and in module user.

Given the performane results obtained above, it is lear that we must �rst onentrate on lowering the

ost of all/3 sine it is in all systems the largest single overhead. Even in hProlog, where it is lowest of all,

it represents 35% of the total ost. Lowering the ost of all/n will be the subjet of next setion. Lowering

the other overheads will be takled later.
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4 Getting rid of the overhead of all/3

4.1 Multi�le prediates

The all to prediate all/n is needed to aess the instane prediates assoiated to eah the lass methods.

However, at the moment of using all/nwe already know the name of the instane prediate. Thus, we ould

also aess this instane prediate by onstruting another prediate (one for eah lass method) indexed

by suh names, whih performs the indiretion. In other words, a prediate for eah type lass method and

with one lause per instane in whih the �rst argument would be the assoiated instane prediate, and the

rest would be the required arguments. Lets illustrate this with an example.

Consider the instane delaration for ord(int) introdued in previous setions.Then, the HAL ompiler

would output the following ode for it:

:- multifile 'typelass ord 1 < 2'/3.

'typelass ord 1 < 2'(intsmaller,A,B) :- intsmaller(A,B).

:- multifile 'typelass ord 1 > 2'/3.

'typelass ord 1 > 2'(intlarger,A,B) :- intlarger(A,B).

where the multifile delaration is used to be able to delare lauses of a prediate aross di�erent �les.

Eah instane of lass ord/1 would result in one extra lause for suh prediates.

The reursive lause of split/4 would now be generated as:

split([A|R℄,Split,Small,Large,Dit) :-

Dit = ord(SmallPred,LargePred, ),

( 'typelass ord 1 < 2'(SmallPred,A,Split) !

Small = [A|S℄, split(R,Split,S,Large,Dit)

; 'typelass ord 1 > 2'(LargePred,A,Split) !

Large = [A|L℄, split(R,Split,Small,L,Dit)

;

split(R,Split,Small,Large,Dit)

).

Together with the naive method of building, passing and seleting from the type ditionary, this results

in the following timings (we have repeated some of the old rows, just for ease of omparing):

hProlog SICStus Yap

original qsort 4890 7470 8470

original + all overhead 10290 18770 12740

naive typelass 13850 30500 30450

speialized type lass pred 10860 18220 13510

For the timings, we have added some more de�nitions for the prediates 'typelass ord 1 * *'/3 be-

ause, in general, there might be more than one instane of the ord type lass.

The �gures indiate that even without speial support, most of the overhead of the type lass all itself

is removed. Furthermore, this is done in suh a way that the e�et is portable aross systems. This is a very

satisfatory result sine the generation of the above ode is also not too diÆult. Let us now show how the

idea of multi�le prediates an be extended to polymorphi instanes.

4.2 Dealing with polymorphi instanes.

As mentioned in Setion 2, all ditionaries assoiated to lasses eq/1 and ord/1 must be of the form

eq(Info for =) and ord(Info for <,Info for >,DitForEq), respetively, where the information for eah

method will depend on the instane itself. In our qsort program this meant that the ord(int) and eq(int)

instanes lead to the ditionary ord(intsmaller,intlarger,eq(intequal)) for ord(int).

Let us now onsider polymorphi instanes, i.e., instanes whose arguments are polymorphi types.

Consider, for example, the following instane delarations for type list(T):
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:- instane ord(list(T)) <= ord(T) where [ :- instane eq(list(T)) <= eq(T) where [

pred(</2) is listsmaller, pred(=/2) is listequal℄.

pred(>/2) is listlarger℄.

They result in a ditionary for ord(list(T)) of the form:

ord(listsmaller(ordditforT),listlarger(ordditforT), eq(listequal(eqditforT)))

where the prediates listsmaller,listlarger, and listequal are expliitly provided with the dition-

ary arguments they require as additional �rst arguments. In partiular, (and in the ontext of the above

instane) listsmaller and listlarger are assumed to have a prediate type delaration of the form

(list(T),list(T)) <= ord(T) and thus they need the ord/1 ditionary for type parameter T , while

listequal is assumed to have a prediate type delaration of the form (list(T),list(T)) <= eq(T) and

thus needs the eq/1 ditionary for type parameter T . Note that at run-time all type parameters will be

instantiated to a ground type and, thus, the assoiated ditionaries will also be ground.

The above instane delarations also result in the following extra lauses for prediate 'type lass ord 1 < 2'/3:

'typelass ord 1 < 2'(intsmaller,A,B) :- intsmaller(A,B).

'typelass ord 1 < 2'(listsmaller(Dit),A,B) :- listsmaller(A,B,Dit).

In this way we an make use of �rst argument indexing. In usual restritions for typelasses, there an

be at most one instane de�ned for the same type to depth 1. If the same prediate name appears in more

than one instane we an expliitly make them di�erent by an extra level of proedure all.

Let us illustrate the e�et of the above transformation on prediate foo/2:

:- pred foo(T,T) <= ord(T).

foo(L1,L2) :- L1 < L2.

and goal foo(L1,L2) where eah L

i

is known to be a list of integers. Sine the prediate type delaration

of foo/2 has the lass onstraint ord(T), we need to pass to foo/2 an additional argument whih is the

ditionary for ord(list(int)). This ditionary is onstruted as follows:

EqDitInt = eq(intequal),

OrdDitInt = ord(intsmaller,intlarger,EqDitInt),

EqDitListInt = eq(listequal(EqDitInt)),

OrdDitListInt = ord(listsmaller(OrdDitInt), listlarger(OrdDitInt), EqDitListInt),

foo(L1,L2,OrdDitListInt)

The de�nition of foo/2 is thus translated to:

foo(L1,L2,OrdDit) :-

OrdDit = ord(Smaller, , ),

'typelass ord 1 < 2'(Smaller,L1,L2).

Similarly, the original de�nition of listsmaller/2 (below) will be translated as follows:

:- pred listsmaller(list(T),list(T)) <= ord(T).

listsmaller([℄,[ | ℄). listsmaller([℄,[ | ℄, ).

listsmaller([X|R℄,[Y|S℄) :- listsmaller([X|R℄,[Y|S℄,OrdDit) :-

X < Y. OrdDit = ord(Smaller, , ),

'typelass ord 1 < 2'(Smaller,X,Y).

listsmaller([X|R℄,[Y|S℄) :- listsmaller([X|R℄,[Y|S℄,OrdDit) :-

X = Y, OrdDit = ord( , ,EqDit),

listsmaller(R,S). EqDit = eq(Equal),

'typelass eq 1 = 2'(Equal,X,Y),

listsmaller(R,S,Dit).
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5 A new all/n and how to use it for type lasses.

As mentioned before, the modi�ations to the naive transformation performed in the previous setion are

quite satisfatory. There are however a few drawbaks as well, mostly related to how well this approah

sales. First, we rely on having perfet indexing; if there are many instanes of the same type lass, systems

might either give us less than perfet indexing or take more time. And seond, sine systems provide typially

indexing on the �rst argument only, the seond up to last arguments need shu�ing: this will be worse if the

arity is higher. This setion tries to remedy this by fousing on low level support.

In WAM, a strutured term is represented by a STRUCT tagged pointer to a ell (on the heap) whih

ontains a desription of the name/arity of the prinipal funtor of this term. This desription an be used

to �nd the ode address of the prediate assoiated to this funtor. In the ase of hProlog, it is simply an

index in a funtion symbol table, but it ould be a pointer or anything else enoding a similar thing. So,

it is straithforward to onsider this as an integer and tag it appropriately.

1

To support suh a onversion

at the hProlog level soure language we have introdued a builtin prediate getf/2: as �rst argument, it

expets an instantiated strutured term; it uni�es its seond argument with an integer that we name the

internal representation of the prinipal funtor. It will give onstant (and low overhead) aess to the ode

(if present) of the prediate with same name/arity of this term.

This internal representation an be used in a new builtin alli/3 whih is most easily explained by

an example. Consider the Prolog prediate name/2 whih reieves as input an atom and returns the list of

assoiated haraters. Then query ?- all(name,asd,L). an be replaed by the query

?- getf(name( , ),I), alli(asd,L,I). whih yields the answers: I = 208; L = [97; 115; 100℄.

The use of an internal representation of a funtor for meta-alling it results in a speed up that is small in

hProlog, but is onsiderably larger in other systems. The alli/3 prediate also puts the arguments already

in the right plae|in ontrast with all/3 (and the type lass prediate method of the previous setion)

whih requires also some argument shu�ing.

In hProlog, the internal representation of a funtor is independent of whether the funtor is a prediate or

not and ode movement (due to ode garbage olletion) does not a�et it, so the internal representation is

a safe alternative for the name/arity of a prediate. This means that we an use it in a type lass ditionary.

Indeed, we an translate the all to the polymorphi qsort and the prediate split/4 to:

getf( < ,Smaller), split3([A|R℄,Split,Small,Large,Dit) :-

getf( > ,Larger), Dit = ord(SmallPred,LargePred, ),

Dit = ord(Smaller,Larger,eq( )), ( alli(A,Split,SmallPred) !

qsort(NN,[℄, ,Dit) Small = [A|S℄, split3(R,Split,S,Large,Dit)

...

We have implemented this getf/3 and alli/3 in hProlog. The timings are as follows:

original original + all overhead naive typelass speialized type lass pred internal representation

4900 10150 13850 10860 10540

The extra gain over the speialized type lass prediates obtained by using the internal representation

is small. The implementation e�ort is also slightly larger: the HAL ompiler annot generate diretly the

internal representation of ourse, and one would like not to make the getf alls at runtime, so it means that

a speial onstrut will have to be reognized by the loader.

2

As a result, we have not yet deided to use

this method in the future.

However, the experiment was useful, as it indiates somehow the limits of what an be improved at the

alling point of the type lass prediate. This means that from now on, we an onentrate on the overhead

of the other issues: extra enviroment and hoie-point, the passing of the ditionary and the seletion of the

prediates from the ditionary.

1

Systems with a too low limit on MAXINT might be slightly disadvantaged here

2

hProlog has a ompiler that emits ode on a �le; so a separate loading phase is needed
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6 Seletion from the ditionary: alternatives to uni�ation

6.1 arg/3

The uni�ation Dit = ord(SmallPred,LargPred, ) is an overkill: we know that Dit is ground and that

the uni�ation will not fail; in partiular, the prinipal funtor of Dit is ord/3. We an therefore replae that

uni�ation by the goal: arg(1,Dit,SmallPred), arg(2,Dit,LargPred) with the additional advantage

that these goals an be plaed just before SmallPred or LargPred are needed, as in the ode:

split([A|R℄,Split,Small,Large,Dit) :-

( arg(1,Dit,SmallPred), 'typelass ord 1 < 2'(SmallPred,A,Split) !

Small = [A|S℄, split(R,Split,S,Large,Dit)

;

arg(2,Dit,LargePred), 'typelass ord 1 > 2'(LargePred,A,Split) !

Large = [A|L℄, split(R,Split,Small,L,Dit)

;

split(R,Split,Small,Large,Dit)

).

The timings obtained with the above transformation are the following:

hProlog SICStus Yap

original qsort 4890 7470 8470

speialized type lass pred 10860 18220 13510

arg/3 for seletion 11390 18240 14160

In none of the implementations, arg/3 yields any bene�t. We should have known: the number of emulator

yles remains the same, and arg/3 does some tag testing (on the integer, the funtor and the variable) and

a range test, all of whih we know are redundant. So, it might pay o� to implement a speialized arg/3,

whih is translated to one (new) emulator instrution spe arg, with the following arguments:

� an integer indiating whih argument to feth

� where to feth it from

� in whih argument register to put it

Obviously, we have not implemented that instrution in SICStus Prolog and Yap. But for hProlog,

the resulting timing is 10300.

3

This represents a 5% improvement over the best timing up to now, whih

seems only mildly worthwhile. However, this result an be still improved on if the ompiler generates the

instrution appropriately: at the moment there is still one emulator yle too many. If we ombine the

internal representation with the speialized arg/3 the resulting timing is 10080, whih brings us to the

timing obtained for all overhead.

6.2 Just passing what we need: with a little help from analysis

The ditionary that is passed ontains potentially many more methods than those atually used inside the

polymorphi prediate. In the ase of qsort, only the < and the > of the ord lass are needed. Thus,

instead of passing the whole ditionary, just passing these would be enough and would save us the overhead

of seleting from the ditionary. To do so requires a little analysis from the ompiler, whih is heap. An

alternative way of looking at this is that the seletion is hoisted out of the loops formed by the reursive

prediate or some SCC of the all graph.

The above approah would result in the prediate qsort being de�ned as:

qsort(A,B,C,Dit) :- qsort([℄,L,L, , ).

Dit = ord(SmallPred,LargePred, ), qsort([X|R℄,A,Out,SmallPred,LargePred) :-

qsort(A,B,C,SmallPred,LargPred). split(R,X,Small,Larg,SmallPred,LargePred),

qsort(Larg,A,LS,SmallPred,LargePred),

qsort(Small,[X|LS℄,Out,SmallPred,LargePred).

3

We have hand adapted the abstrat mahine ode, not adapted the ompiler|for the experiment, this was enough; until a

deision has been taken, no suh drasti hanges as adapting the ompiler are done of ourse
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The timings obtained with the above de�nition are the following:

hProlog SICStus Yap

ditionary as argument 10860 18220 13510

methods as arguments 10790 17650 13910

with internal representation 9830 | |

It is lear that the bene�t in hProlog and SICStus is small, while in Yap it atually gets a little worse.

In general, the bene�t depends on the following:

� the number of methods to pass as arguments

� how often eah method is needed in a lause

� how deep the used methods are in the ditionary

� how deep in the all graph the arguments are passed on

7 Semi-det

When the ondition in an if-then-else is a general Prolog goal, systems ommonly deal with the onstrut as

follows:

(p(X) -> q(X) ; r(X)) is transformed to mark(B), (p(X), ut(B), q(X) ; r(X))

or in terms of XSB WAM:

getpbreg 8 % puts the urrent hoie point in register 8

ortry �alt

set_up_args_for_p

all p/1

putpbreg 8 % ut: restores the saved hoie point from register 8

set_up_args_for_q

all q/1

jump �after

�alt: ortrust

set_up_args_for_r

all r/1

�after: ...

Very often, the ondition is known to be semi-det: if it is not, the if-then-else in HAL atually must

baktrak over the alternative solutions to the ondition (like if/3 in SICStus Prolog). As for the qsort

example, the type lass ord/1 ontains the information that the prediate </2 is semi-det. Merury exploits

the semi-det property suessfully by a method that we have �rst implemented at the soure level: semi-det

prediates are treated like deterministi prediates with an extra argument that indiates on return whether

the goal sueeded or failed. It an be mimiked as follows:

original ode smaller(X,Y) :- X < Y. split([A|R℄,Spil, ...) :-

(smaller(X,Y) ->

...

transformed ode smaller(X,Y,Ret) :- split([A|R℄,Spil, ...) :-

(X < Y -> smaller(X,Y,Ret),

true (var(Ret) ->

; ...

Ret = 0

).

We hoose the transformation in suh a way that the var/1 test an be used: this hek is heaper than

heking for equality with some known value|at least in hProlog.

If the implementation for an if-then-else with a all to </2 as ondition is ompiled without a hoie-point

(and likewise for var/1), the transformed ode has a good hane of running faster.
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internal rep 10500

internal repr + return suess 11390

The experiment shows that we have not improved things and this may not be a promising diretion. Still,

we thought that a little low-level support would be bene�ial and we introdued two new builtin prediates:

� set suess/0: sueeds and sets a new abstrat mahine ag to TRUE

� test suess/0: sueeds if the above ag is TRUE and sets it to FALSE; otherwise fails

The ag is initally set to FALSE. We then transform the above ode for smaller/2 and split/4 as

follows:

transformed ode smaller(X,Y) :- split([AjR℄,Spil, ...) :-

(X < Y -> smaller(X,Y,Ret),

set suess (test suess ->

; ...

true

).

We made the ompiler aware that test suess is one of those prediates for whih if-then-else an be

translated without a hoie-point (like </2, �</2, var/1 ...) and re-run the benhmark in the transformed

mode. The result in the next table indiates a good potential.

internal rep 10500

internal repr + return suess 11390

internal repr + low level return suess 10010

Thus, we started looking for ways of using the semi-det property in ombination with the above low-level

ag idea. As an example, we worked out a (non-polymorphi) listsmaller/2 prediate, whih works on lists

of integers and whih is semi-det.

original ode transformed ode

listsmaller([℄,[ | ℄). listsmaller([℄,L2) :- L2 $= [ | ℄.

listsmaller([A|As℄,[B|Bs℄) :- listsmaller([A|As℄,L2) :-

(A < B -> L2 $= [B|Bs℄,

true (test suess ->

; (A < B ->

A = B, set suess

listsmaller(As,Bs) ;

). A $= B,

(test suess ->

listsmaller(As,Bs)

;

true

)

)

;

true

).

The above transformation takes into aount that the arguments are instantiated to losed lists. We have

also used a new uni�ation proedure $=/2 whih always sueeds but whih sets the FLAG aording to the

suess of the ordinary uni�ation of its two arguments (and whih in ase of failure also undoes bindings if

neessary). If adopted, it an give the same sort of speialized uni�ation instrutions as in WAM.

The transformation shema is ompleted by showing the transformation of a all to listsmaller/2 in a

ondition:
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original ode transformed ode

(listsmaller(L1,L2) -> listsmaller(L1,L2),

asd (test suess ->

; asd

qwe ;

) qwe

)

This suessfully avoids putting a hoie-point for the if-then-else in whih the ondition is semi-det.

However, we pay a prie in the reursive de�nition of listsmaller: it results in more emulator yles, so we

did not improve the ode. This seems to indiate that we have takled the problem from the wrong angle:

we tried to avoid the reation of a hoie-point but, in doing so, we put even more overhead elsewhere.

Instead, we should try to make the hoie-point reation heap while not inurring any new overhead. This

an indeed be done, one we know the ondition is semi-det, by introduing two new instrutions in the

WAM:

� ortryall has as arguments a failure ontinuation (alt) and the argument of a all instrution (p/1

say); as ation: ombined ortry alt and all p/1

� ut1 has no arguments; ut one hoie-point and ontinue

The ode orresponding to the XSB WAM ode earlier would be:

set_up_args_for_p

ortryall alt p/1

ut1

set_up_args_for_q

all q/1

jump �after

�alt: ortrust

set_up_args_for_r

all r/1

�after: ...

We have not implemented the generation of these instrutions in hProlog, but the emulator an exeute

them, so we adapted some generated ode by hand. In partiular, for a very arti�ial tight loop we an show

good speed-up and, at the same time, some limit on the improvement that seems possible. The loop alls

the goal (test -> true ; true) repeatedly:

original ompilation shema 5260

with ortryall 4420

If we know a little more about the semi-det ondition, we an do even better. For example, if the ondition

does not a�et TR, we an even replae the ortrust by a ut1 and the set up of a omplete hoie-point

an be replaed by just a pushing of a failure ontinuation on the hoie-point stak.

This seems a better path to follow: the ost at the all site of the semi-det prediate is redued and

no overhead in the reursive prediate|whih WAM already deals with in an eÆient way|is introdued.

Note also that this exploitation of semi-det prediates has a wider appliability than in the ontext of type

lasses, whih is just where it started o� for us.

8 Conlusion

We have desribed some attempts to generate eÆient ode for HAL ode using type lasses. Some low-level

support seems bene�ial, but this work is learly not �nished: one issue to onsider in future work is that

the translation shema must allow for eÆient interative manipulation of HAL programs, i.e. rede�ning

prediates, interfaes, type lasses et.
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